OSL / Robin Radar Drone Detection Demo 11/12 September 2019

Pre-Arrival Brief

Please ensure you read and understand this information before arriving for the demo as it
contains important information for your safety and comfort. This will also save precious
time on the day itself

On Arrival
You will be met by an OSL employee who will be wearing a high visibility vest. Please park where
they indicate. You will also be told which group you are in for the visits to each of the partner
displays. Please do stay in these groups as this will help us keep to the tight timings on the day.
Please hand one business card to the OSL employee – we operate from a secure site and therefore
need to ensure we know who is on the site and how many people in total; business cards are the
quickest and easiest way to achieve this. During the day all OSL employees will be wearing clearly
branded shirts and are your first port of call for any issues.
Fire Assembly Point
There is a fire assembly point between the main building and the car parking area. It is clearly
marked and will be pointed out to you upon arrival. No fire alarm practices are scheduled during the
demonstration so in the event of an alarm please congregate there and an OSL employee will
conduct a head count.
Smoking
There is a designated smoking area, with bins, marked out. Please do not smoke other than in this
area and please ensure all smoking materials are fully extinguished and placed in the bin. We have a
lot of wooden buildings and dry grass fields, so fire safety is taken very seriously for your safety.
Toilets
For gentleman there will be portable toilet provided which will be clearly signposted and visible. For
Ladies we will set aside a toilet in our main building which will be clearly signposted.
OSL Main Building
Other than for the Ladies’ Toilet there should be no need to go into the OSL Main Building. However,
should you be invited in you will be escorted at all times. Please be aware that parts of the building
are several hundred years old and have low ceilings – kindly pay attention to the roof height at all
times if inside the building!

First Aid
OSL is equipped with many First aid kits and several of our staff are First Aid qualified. In the event of
a medical issue please speak to an OSL employee who will provide the necessary assistance and, if
required, seek professional medical help.
General Health and Safety
There are no significant hazards at the site. All trailing cables will be clearly marked and covered,
however, please do be aware of potential trip hazards on the site due to cables, uneven ground and
changes in level. There will be plenty of covered areas in the event of inclement weather and bottles
of water will be provided in addition to other refreshments. It is advisable to have a jacket with you
in the event there is rain and you are outside at the time and the temperature may drop of course.
Drone Flying
All of the drones that will fly at the event are flown by OSL (or partner companies) fully CAA qualified
and insured drone pilots. All drone pilots will wear high vis vests whilst operating the drones. Please
do not distract the pilots in any way when they are operating the drones (this includes when drones
are on the ground but turned on as the propellers can still operate without warning). All drones will
be launched and recovered at a safe distance. NO OTHER DRONES ARE PERMITTED AT THE EVENT.
Photography / Mobile Phones
Photography is permitted for personal purposes, however, there are certain items we would ask you
not to take pictures of. These will be made clear to you by the appropriate staff at the time. Should
you wish to use any photographs / videos taken for professional purposes and / or on social media,
we ask that you have this approved by OSL before doing so.
We also ask that you place your mobile phones into airplane mode whilst the flying demonstrations
are taking place – this is to further minimise the risk of distraction to the drone pilots and of
interference to the drone control systems.
Radar
There will be at least one radar operating at various times during the event. However, it has a very
small safe distance and you will be well outside that whilst it is radiating. In the event you are invited
to approach the radar more closely it will be turned off and / or the safe distance clearly marked and
explained.
Wet Weather Plan
Unless the weather is extremely wet the event WILL go ahead. We have marquees, covered stands
and barns in which the equipment can be seen. Some of our drones have all weather capability and
we have simulation capabilities as well as video recordings of the flights we are planning.

